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1. Background 

Mobile Application (generally known as mobile app) is the software program that is 

specifically run on mobile device. Many organizations be it in private sector or public sector 

offers its services through its Mobile app and users are encouraged to use mobile apps.  These 

mobile apps collect various types of data that may or may not be relevant for them. Data is the 

commodity in the IT world and data collected by these apps can be used for various purposes 

like profiling for targeted advertising etc.  

As per joint study by Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India and PwC, in 

2017 there were approximately one billion mobile phone users  and out of these 468 million 

were smartphone users. The number of smartphone users in India is expected to rise by 84% to 

859 million by 2022 from 468 million in 2017. 

As per the report 'Digital India - Technology to Transform a Connection Nation' by McKinsey 

Global Institute, Indians have 1.2 billion mobile phone subscriptions and downloaded more 

apps -- 12.3 billion in 2018 -- than residents of any other country except China. 

Most of the mobile application can be used without paying any subscription fee and as there is 

saying “Nothing comes for free” so what is the hidden fee. It is the data collected by app. On 

an average every smartphone user has 20 mobile applications installed on their device and if 

even one out of these applications is collecting data without the knowledge of user then that is 

privacy breach. 

At International level and at National level Standards are being formulated to address the 

general privacy concerns. Outcome of this study may provide suggestions to mitigate privacy 

concerns specific to mobile applications that may be addition to the exiting standards or a new 

standard specific for mobile applications. 

2. Objective 

To Study the various permissions sought by various mobile applications in relation to the 

function of the mobile applications. 

The study was limited to android based application used in smartphones. 

The intent of the study  

• to analyze the various types of permissions sought by different types of mobile 

applications  

• to provide recommendations based on the findings of the study. 

 

 

Applications studied during this study have been selected randomly and there is no intention 

to target any specific application. Objective of study is only to provide recommendation which 

could help applications developers and mobile phone manufacturers to ensure data privacy and 

help user in providing better informed consent.  
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3. Research Methodology 

• Downloading the mobile application randomly on the mobile phone. 

• Use the application 

• Analysing the permissions sought by mobile app and understanding the relation 

between permission and functioning of app. 

 

4. Introduction 
 

Mobile Application (generally known as mobile app) is the software program that is 

specifically run on mobile device. Mobile application could be downloaded in mobile like from 

play store or it could be a pre-installed application. Applications which are downloaded from 

play store are known as Third party applications. 

Camera, calendar are examples of pre-installed applications. Amazon, Flipkart, BHIM, GPay 

are examples of third-party applications. Both types of applications have been studied during 

this study. 

 

5. Categories of Permissions 

 

Mobile application is a software that run using hardware and software capabilities/resources of 

the mobile phone. It has been found that Mobile applications utilize hardware and software 

capabilities of the mobile phone in following two ways.  

 

a) First is by specifically seeking permission from the mobile user to use specific 

resource/capability of the mobile phone like use of location, microphone etc. [Refer 

Screenshot 1 & 2]. 

      These types of permissions have been mentioned in this study as Type 1 Permissions.  

 

b) Second is classified as ‘other app capabilities’. For these capabilities’ app may or may 

not seek specific permissions  from the Mobile phone user like ‘view network 

connections’, ‘control vibrations’, ‘pair with Bluetooth devices’ etc.  [Refer Screenshot 

1 & 2].  

 

For this study ‘other app capabilities’ have been mentioned as Type 2 Permissions. 
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                                                           Screenshot 1 

 

 

 

 
                                                           Screenshot 2 
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6 Details of various permissions 

 

6.1 During the study it has been found that following are Type 1 permissions: 

i.  Camera 

ii. Call logs 

iii. Location 

iv. SMS 

v. Storage 

vi. Contacts 

vii.  Microphone 

viii.  Calendar 

ix. Telephone/Phone 

 

6.2  During the study it has been found that following are Type 2 permissions: 

 

i.  Pair with Bluetooth devices 

ii. Run at startup 

iii. Receive data from the internet 

iv. view network connections 

v. control vibrations 

vi. Prevent phone from sleeping 

vii.  Have full network access 

viii.  Use biometric hardware 

ix. Use fingerprint hardware 

x. View wi-fi connections 

xi. Send sticky broadcast 

xii.  Install shortcuts 

 

Lists given at 6.1 and 6.2 are not exhaustive but indication of most commonly found 

permissions. 

 

6.3 Purpose of permissions 
6.3.1 Ideally all mobile applications should inform the purpose of all the permissions sought by 

them and from the study it has been found that most of the applications seek permissions 

from the user however the permission sought is not specific and is too generic . For 

example, refer Screenshot 3 & 4. 
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Screenshot 3 

 

 

Screenshot 4 

 

 

From the above examples it is evident that specific purpose of the permission is not clear. For 

better understanding of the user, transparency and informed consent specific purpose of 

permissions should be informed to the user. Some of the applications have been found 

informing specific purpose for example refer screenshot 5 & 6. 
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Screenshot 5 
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Screenshot 6 

 

 

Some instances were found where specific reason for permission was informed only after 

denying the permission. For example, refer screenshot 7&8 
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Screenshot 7  

 

 

Screenshot 8 
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6.3.2 Examples of purpose of permission shown at 6.3.1 are by specific app, apart from this 

Android system also provides a description of the purpose of the permission and this is also 

generic and irrespective of the function of the application. For example, refer screenshot 9 

 

           Screenshot 9 

 

Description of Type 1 and Type 2 permissions as per Android system irrespective of the Mobile 

application is given Table 1 and Table 2 respectively: 

Table 1 

Permission Description as per Android system irrespective of 

the Mobile application 

Camera This app can take pictures and record videos using the 
camera at any time 

Call logs This app can read your call history 

Location - Access approximate 
location (network-based) only in 
foreground                         

This app can get your location based on network 
sources such as cell towers and Wi-Fi networks, but 
only when the app is in the foreground. 
 These location services must be turned on and 

available on your phone for the app to be able to use 
them. 

Location - Access precise location 
only in the foreground 

This app can get your exact location only when it is in 
the foreground. 
 These location services must be turned on and 
available on your phone for the app to be able to use 

them. 
This may increase battery consumption. 
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SMS - Receive text messages 
(SMS) 

Allows the app to receive and process SMS messages. 
This means the app could monitor or delete messages 
sent to your devices without showing them to you. 

SMS - Send and view SMS 
messages 

Allows the app to send SMS messages. This may result 
in unexpected charges. Malicious apps may cost you 

money by sending messages without your 
confirmation. 

SMS - Read your text messages 
(SMS or MMS) 

This app can read all SMS (TEXT) messages stored on 
your phone. 

Storage - Modify or delete the 
contents of your shared storage 

Allows the app to write the contents of your shared 
storage. 

Storage - Read the contents of your 
shared storage 

Allows the app to read the contents of your shared 
storage. 

Contacts- read your contacts Allows the app to read data about your contacts stored 
on your phone, including the frequency with which you 
have called, Emails or communicated in other ways 
with specific individuals. This permission allows apps 

to save your contacts data and malicious apps may 
share content data without your knowledge.   

Contacts Find accounts on the 
devices  

Allows the app to get the list of accounts known by the 
phone. 
This may include any accounts created by applications 
you have installed. 

Microphone (audio recording) Allows the app to record audio with the microphone. 

This app can record audio using the microphone at any 
time.  

Calendar This app can read all calendar events stored on your 
phone and share or save your calendar data.  

Telephone/Phone -read phone 
status and identity 

Allows the app to access the phone features of the 
device. 
This permission allows the app to determine the phone 

number and device IDs whether a call is active and the 
remote number connected by a call. 

Telephone/Phone - read phone 
numbers 

Allows the app to access the phone numbers of the 
device 

Telephone/Phone – directly call 
phone numbers 

Allows the app to call phone numbers without your 
intervention. This may result in unexpected charges or 
calls. Note that this doesn’t allow the app to call 

emergency numbers. Malicious apps may cost you 
money by making calls without your confirmation. 

          

Table 2 

Other app 

capabilities  

Description as per Android system irrespective of the Mobile 

application 

Pair with Bluetooth 
devices 

Allows the app to view the configuration of the Bluetooth on the 
phone, and to make and accept connections with paired devices. 

Run at startup Allows the app to have itself started as soon as the system has finished 
booting. This can make it take longer to start the phone and allow the 
app to slow down the overall phone by always running. 
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Receive data from 
the internet 

Allows apps to accept cloud to device messages sent by the apps 
service. Using this service will incur data usage. Malicious apps could 
cause excess data usage. 

view network 
connections 

Allows the app to view information about network connections such 
as which networks exist and are connected. 

control vibrations Allows the app to control the vibrator. 

Prevent phone 
from sleeping 

Allows the app to prevent the phone from going to sleep. 

Have full network 
access 

Allows the app to create network sockets and use custom network 
protocols. The browser and other applications provide means to send 

data to the internet, so this permission is not required to send data to 
the internet. 

Use biometric 
hardware 

Allows the app to use biometric hardware for authentication. 

Use fingerprint 
hardware 

Allows the app to use fingerprint hardware for authentication. 

View Wi-Fi 
connections 

Allows the app to view information about Wi-Fi networking such as 
whether Wi-Fi is enabled and name of connected Wi-Fi devices. 

Send sticky 
broadcast 

Allows the app to send sticky broadcasts which remind after the 
broadcast ends. Excessive use may make the phone slow or unstable 

by causing it to use too much memory. 

Install shortcuts Allows an application to add home screen shortcuts without user 
intervention.  

 

From the above study it is clear that reason given by Android OS is too broad and does 

not clearly convey the actual reason why the permission is required and even description 

provided by mobile application is not specific. 

6.4 Requirement of permissions with respect to function of application 
It has been found that not all Type 1 permissions sought are required for basic intended 

function of application. For example, refer case 1. 

 

 Case 1: 

 

      Screenshot 10 
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Screenshot 10 shows the case where most of the permissions sought by the app have been permitted. If 

we don’t give permissions and application is opened for use then app behaves as displayed in 

screenshot 11. Screenshot 11 shows Application is informing the permissions which are essentially 

required and which are optional.  

 

   
Screenshot 11 

 

Case 2: 
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Screenshot 12 
Screenshot 12 shows the case where only one of the permissions sought by the app has been permitted 

and application was functional with only this permission. If we don’t give this specific permission and 

application is opened for use then app behaves as displayed in screenshot 13. Screenshot 13 shows 

Application is informing that this permission is required to use this app. 

 
Screenshot 13 
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Case 3: 

Screenshot 14 shows which of the permissions sought are mandatory and which are optional.  

 

 
Screenshot 14 
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Case 4: 

Now let us consider example of pre-installed applications. Screenshot 15 shows a pre- 

installed application 

  

 

    Screenshot 15 

Permission shown in screnshot 15 are mandatorily required this came to notice only when, after 

denying permissions user tried to run app. After denying permissions user was able to 

view/read emails however was unable to send email or download the attahcments. The 

messages apearing when permission have been denied and user is trying to view/read/send 

emails or download the attahcments of the emails are shown in screenshot 16.  
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                                    Screenshot 16 

Another similar application also requires same permissions as shown in screenshot 17: 

 

Screenshot 17 

 

It shows that applications performing email functions require only storage and contacts permission for 

proper/intended function. This information should be informed to the user as and when application is 
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used for the first time and also at all other times, if user want to know to check which permission is 

mandatory and which is optional.   

Case 5: 

Let us take another example of the application. Permissions given as shown in screenshot 18 seems to 

be mandatorily required permissions but it is not mentioned specifically. 

 

Screenshot 18 

 

When permissions are denied and user tries to use the application at that time messages as shown in 

screenshot 19 & 20 appear and that to for a very brief moment and at that time it displays why the 

permission is required.  
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Screenshot 19 
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Screenshot 20 

 

From the above cases it emerges that not all permissions are mandatory some are 

optional. 

 

 

6.5  Other app capabilities – Type 2 Permissions 

 

Different applications have different ‘other app capabilities’ as mentioned at 6.3.2. Some of 

the Type 2 permissions are linked with Type 1 permissions and in that sense, user may be aware 

about those permissions but this is not always the case. Some of the app capabilities are benign 

like ‘install shortcuts’. Some of the app capabilities like, ‘Pair with Bluetooth devices’ have 

potential to affect privacy of user as after paring app may share data. App shall always seek 

permissions to use ‘other app capabilities’ and ideally is should be like Type 1 Permissions. 

Refer screenshot 21 which shows an example where an application is using ‘Pair with 

Bluetooth devices’ by seeking explicit permission. 
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Screenshot 21 

  

Screenshot 22 

There are many applications which do not require any Type 1 permissions and still function 

properly and have many ‘other app capabilities’. [Refer screenshot 22 & 23].  
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Screenshot 23 

 

 

   

From the study it has been found that apps neither seek specific permission w.r.t ‘other 

app capabilities’ nor specifically inform the purpose and the kind of functions/capabilities 

which that app can do without user’s permission. Any capabilities which lead to access, 

processing of user data shall be used only after consent of user. 

 

6.6 USE CASES 

Case 1 

An application (1) was downloaded. Application asked to login to as shown in screenshot 24. 

Before login no permission was provided to applications [Refer screenshot 24]. Still application 

is auto verifying the OTP and possible explanation of auto-verifying OTP seems to be through 

access to SMS for which no specific permission was asked. 
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Screenshot 24 

After login application seeks permission for location and phone, if allowed app could be used 

for its intended function [refer screenshot 25]  

  
Screenshot 25 

Application (1) should have sought specific permission to read SMS for verification purpose 

only as done by another application (2) [refer screenshot 26]. 
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Screenshot 26 

 

 

Case 2 

During usage of an application. User tried to share his trip details with someone and application 

sought permission to access contacts. Application was denied the permission to access contacts 
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and mobile number was entered manually for sharing trip details. As application was not 

provided access to contacts hence ideally application should not be aware of the name of 

contact However, still application display the name of contact with whom trip details were 

shared [refer screenshot 27]. 

Only possible explanation of this seems to be that application is accessing contacts either 

indirectly through telephone permission or is accessing contacts without user’s permission. It 

was found that even telephone permission for this app has not permission to - read phone 

numbers[refer screenshot 28]. 

  

Screenshot 27 
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Screenshot 28 

 

CASE 3 

During the study some features came to notice which should be used by all mobile phones. 

 

Remove permissions if app is not used: Many a times we download an application and then 

use it once or twice but do not uninstall the application. This feature would automatically deny 

all permissions if we do not use application for a certain period. [refer screenshot 29]. 
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Screenshot 29 

 

Permissions manager 

 

Permission manager is useful feature which provides important information to user like [refer 

screenshot 30] 

a) permissions sought by different applications ,  

b) number of applications allowed a specific permission. 
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Screenshot 30 

7 Recommendations 

  

• All mobile applications shall indicate which of the permissions are mandatory and 

which are optional. 

• A short brief of the specific need of the permission shall be mentioned.  

• In case application uses ‘other app capabilities’ which could lead to access, processing 

of personal data and could anyway affect the Privacy then this should be only after 

seeking specific permission 

• Before user download an application, user should be mandatorily shown Privacy policy 

and privacy policy should be simple enough for ease of understanding of user. 

• A standard for guidelines which can help application provider/developers to inform the 

clear and concise reason/need of the permission can be considered.  

 

 


